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answer: go to cyber technie website and download zip file called komodo.zip (software) and v3.00 (diagbox). save
it on your computer. download the ss retraction zone and place it in the same folder where you placed the komodo
file. run the komodo first. diagbox installation differs from other diagbox versions and is performed in this order: a)

download/setup the desired diagbox version b) select all the files downloaded/setup from diagbox and extract
them c) go to diagbox folder and run diagboxapp.exe from the extracted folder to start the installation d) run

diagbox-startup.exe to install software on the system installation: the cd-rom is recommended. flash disks cannot
be used. 1. remove the current copy of diagbox 2. download the appropriate version of diagbox and unzip the files
3. insert the "diagbox installation cd/dvd" (drive must be in read/write mode) 4. wait until the installation starts 5.

press the enter button 6. follow the instructions diagbox installation differs from other diagbox versions and is
performed in this order: a) download/setup the desired diagbox version b) select all the files downloaded/setup

from diagbox and extract them c) go to diagbox folder and run diagboxapp.exe from the extracted folder to start
the installation d) run diagbox-startup.exe to install software on the system e) remove the cd-rom f) reboot

citation profile: some applications are not the same across other products. for example, a function that is available
in the earlier versions of lexia and has been moved to a new application is not necessarily available in the latest

version and may be changed without notice. only the latest version of the application is supported. the application
catalog is provided for reference only.
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Question: Will this work with windows vista, or do you need to find a copy of windows XP Does this run on anything
other than windows XP Answer: I couldn't get it to work at all the encryption code to get it to work was wrong got
my money back. Question: does it work on peugot hdi 407 Answer: Hi Philip, I got it for my peugot 407 sw estate
and it works perfect. Look in your centre consile (behind the hand brake) and there should be the connection in

there for the PP2000 plug, if it is there then it will work. Just so you know installing the CD onto your
computer/laptop can be a real pain, I am pretty computer literate and it still took me 3 goes to get it working

properly, also it will only work with windows XP operating system so if you have a newer computer or laptop with
windows 7 or higher it will not work. Lexia 3 Software Display: Lexia-3/PP2000 Package List: Question: does this

work on a citreon c4 grand picasso Answer: I used it on a Peugeot 307. I have found this reference on the
Cardiagnosis website. Q:Can I install it under Windows 7Does it work for vecicle type Citroen C4 Picasso year 2008

A: No,it must under Windows XP and close the virus software.It can work for Citroen C4 Picasso year 2008.But
some function depends on the car model. If your car is an earlier model you probably have a better chance of full
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